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Apple Center in Operation

College Concerned Over
Latest Racist Incident
By Christina A. Dalton
COPY EorroR

PHaro

BY JBNN CHMURA

Dave Pearson, Hastings PC Users President, Eric Noble, Director of Computer Support, and Greg Cast,
Director ofIn/ormation Services (pictured left to right) show offthe brand new Apple Computer Center locaJed
in the Hastings Legal Research Center, Room 455. The Computer Center is currently operaJing Monday through
Friday from 8 :30 am to 4:30 pm, with the possibility of expanding hours to evenings and SaJurdays in the near
future. Computer use and oot-maJrix printing isfree ofcharge to the Hastings community. Laser printing costs
are $.25 for two pages, or one may purchase a $5.00 card goodfor 50 pages.
Staffmembers are available during operaJing hours to answer any questions regarding the Apple Macintosh
computer, software, printing, and Apple Computer student discounts.

Hastings Students Participate in
Abortion March and Rally
By Alisa Shorago
STAFF WRITER

At noon 0ll Sunday, October
15, approximately forty thousand
people - including a delegation
fro Hastings College of the Law
- marched from Justin Herman
Plaza on Market to the Civic
Center in support of legalized
abortion. The march culminated
in a rally at the Civic Center at
which celebrities, politicians, and
march organizers spoke. Both the
march and rally, sponsored by the
California chapter of the National
Organization for Women (NOW)
and the Bay Area Pro-Choice
Coalition, were attended by a
diverse crowd.
Participants
ranged from the Gray Panthers of
San Francisco (a senior citizen
activist group) to labor unions
and various student groups.
Among the signs and banners
proclaiming everything from the
straightforward-"AnotherVoter
for Choice"-to the somewhat
bizarre.-"When Scalia GetsPregnant, Then He Can Decide"-

was a banner reading "Hastings
Students for Choice."
The
Hastings contingency numbered
about thirty-five people, although
several Hastings students had
difficulty fmding the group when
it assembled at eleven o'clock
that morning and ended up marching separately.
The Repn>ductive Rights
Subcommittee of the Clara Foltz
Association Against Gender Bias
painted the signs and banners and
staffed a table on the beach to
encourage Hastings students to
march at the rally.
Students who attended the
march did so for a variety of reasons. Alice McVicker, a secondyear Hastings student, felt that it
was "vitally important that we let
state legislators know how large a
majority we are and that we intend to vote pro-choice." In fact,
many students expressed concern
about keeping abortion legal in
California in the wake of the
Rehnquist court's decision in
Webster v. Reproductive Services. Janet Frankel, a first-year
student, said that she wasn't very

concerned about the issue of
abortion until she attended the
first panel discussion of the
Hastings Constitutional Law
debate: "I learned about the effectofthe Webster decision there
and was so disturbed that I had to
leave halfway through," stated
Frankel. Another factor in her
decision to march was that "Everyone I talked to in my section at
least considered going [to the
march]."
Several Hastings students
marched even though they didn't
feel personally affected by the
Webster decision. Another ftrstyear student, Jane Balistreri, said
that she was marching for the
women who couldn't afford to
leave the state or go to a private
clinic to obtain an abortion if the
procedure were to be restricted or
banned in California. Joe Villeneuve spoke of abortion as "an
issue that's very important to me,
not because it affects me as a
male, butbecause itaffects women
that I care quite a bit about"
First-year Elayne DanksColl/illwd Oil P,.,. 15

At the request of Dean' Read
following the posting of a flyer
containing slurs directed at African-Americans, liberals, gays, and
women on campus bulletin boards
October II, the Hastings Academic Standards Committee has
drafted amendments to the
school's Regulations on Student
Conduct and discipline aimed at
curbing such conduct at the College.
Submitted to a full meeting of
the faculty on Friday, October 27 ,
the proposed amendments, entitled "Student Conduct Subject
to Discipline," would add to regulations dealing with conduct
threatening the health. safety, or
well-being of members of the
College community. The proposed amendment states that such
conduct includes "personally
abusive conduct (assaulting or
intimidating any student because
of race, ethnicity, religion, sex,
sexual orientation or disability)."
The Committee. which is
chaired by Professor Vivian
Wilson and includes Professors.
Maier, Thurman, Tierney, and
Weisberg as well as students
Dania Wong and Chris Sullivan,
rejected a student proposal that
would have guaranteed mandatory "severe discipline" in the
form of a year-long suspension
from the College or dismissal for
"student conduct imposing on the
rights of other students to enjoy a

"To make the posting of
bills around the school a
heinous offense makes
the school look ludicrous
in the academic community. On any lamp post in
the city, you can find
posted bills of all kinds."
Professor Kevin Tierney
legal education free from harassment or discrimination." In contrast, under the proposed amended
regulations, students found in
violation of them would be subject to anyone or a combmation
of possible sanctions including
censure, warning, exclusion from
activities, restitution, and other
measures.
Considerably farther-reaching
than the amendments actually
adopted by the Committee, the
rejected student proposal was
directed not only at physical intimidation and personally abusive

conduct. but "actions. displays.
writings. and representations recognized to be derogatory references to. or depictions of. race.
ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, and disability."
The new measures arrive amid
controversy surrounding attempts
by universities across the country
to devise ways to combat a sharp
increase in racist incidents on
campus. Treading a delicate path
between equal educational access
on the one hand and free speech
rights on the other, such schools
as the University of Michigan and
the University of California have
come under fire by constitutional
scholars and civil libertarians for
implementing rules barring certain types of speech on school
premises.
While she refused to comment
on the proposed changes until after
the faculty had decided whether
or not to adopt them, Wilson stated
that "it was the concern of the
Committee to respond to the needs
of the schools in terms of hate
messages posted around the
campus and at the same time to
consider First Amendment privileges."
Professor Kevin Tierney is one
committee member who is not
pleased with the proposed regulation changes. "We must be very,
very sensitive to the question of
free speech - something the
student representatives [who
drafted the farther-reaching, rejected amendments] don't seem
to care about," he stated. ''They
want to suppress what they don't
like." In Tierney's view, the
appropriate solution is not to silence certain types of expression,
but to refute offensive expression
by exercising one's own free
speech rights.
Tierney also stated that "to
make the posting of bills around
the school a heinous offense
makes the school look ludicrous
in the academic community. On
any lamp post in the city, you can
find posted bills of all kinds."
While stating that comment
from the College on the proposed
regulations would be "speculative" at this point, Hastings General Counsel Angele Khachadour
stated that the faculty committee
had been asked by the administration to review the school's academic regulations with an end to
determining whether they covered actions such u the October
11 posting of offensive fliers on
school bulletin boards.
As 0/ press time. a meetillg 0/
the fuJI faculty was considering
the proposed challges.
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Kennard to Speak at Graduation
By Alisa Dagan
STAFF WRITER

California Supreme Court
Justice Joyce Luther Kennard has
been selected as commencement
speaker for the class of 1990.
Kennard, the second woman justice in the court's 140 year history, will address the graduates
May 18 in the Civic Auditorium.
Kennard was chosen through
a student poll conducted by the
third-year council. The top
choices were reviewed by the
council and approved by faculty
advisors, including Dean Read
and Professor McCall. A thirdyear council member commented,

to Holland. Here, Kennard was
enrolled in a high school for students eligible for university. Her
education was interrupted, however, when she developed a serious infection requiring the amputation of one leg above the knee.
At the age of twenty, Kennard
was able to emigrate to the U. S.
She worked her way through the
University of Southern California, graduating Phi Beta Kappa in
three years. She received herlaw
degree and a concurrent masters
in public administration from
U.S.C., with a straight-A grade
point average.
Kennard's personal history is
reflected in her ideological ap-

Supreme Court Justice Joyce Kennard

"this year's choice is especially
to the fact the
appropriate, ､ｾ･＠
class is comprised of 52%
women."
Kennard's recent appointment
to the California Supreme Court
highlights a personal history of
success against overwhelming
odds.
Born in 1941 in Indonesia,
Kennard was subject to continual
displacement as a result of World
War II Following the capture of
Indonesia, Kennard and her widowed mother were interned in a
Javanese war camp for three years.
After the Japanese surrender, they
continued to live in impoverished
conditionsinJavaandDutchNew
Guinea Her mother, a typist,
struggled to support the two. As
a citizen of Chinese-Indonesian
and Dutch descent, Kennard was
denied privileges granted to Dutch
citizens of Holland, such as better
housing, schools, and Western
supplies.
In 1955 the family emigrated

Fn.E PHoTo

proach to the bench. Some observers have attributed her tendency toward judicial conservatism to the circumstances surrounding her success. Colleagues
have speculated that overcoming
the hurdles of war, poverty, and
illness have left her with less tolerance for those who turn to crime
as an escape. In her years in the
criminal division of the Attorney
General's office, and as a municipal and superior court justice, she
generally sided with the state's
position and was known as a tough
sentencer. However, her opinions are not always predictable
from
a
conservative
standpoint.She is best thought of
as an independent thinker who
shows a strict respect for stare
decisis.
Dean Read voiced his approval
of the decision: "I am extremely
pleased that Justice Kennard will
be our speaker. She exemplifies
the very best of our profession.
We couldn't have done bener."
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Voting Rights Advocates
Recount Their Victory
By Vicki Wooden
STAFF WRITER

At-large election systems, for
example, can dilute Hispanic
community voting power and
voting interest. Gerrymandered

He also stated that since district
elections have replaced the atlarge type, Hispanic voter enthusiasm is at an all-time high in
Watsonville. Mr. Avila stressed,
moreover, that the decision's
impact is not limited to Watsonville or the state of California but
is serving as a "beacon" for voting communities throughout the
nation. For this reason, Avila
declared that the 1990's will be
the"decadeofempowerment" for
the Hispanic Americans.

If you are qualified to vote in a
local election and nobody preventsyoufromdoingso,youcould
never claim that your voting rights
had been denied, right? Wrong!
In the landmark Gomez v. Watsonville case, it was recently
decided that the right to vote can
indeed be considered "denied"
when election systems permit
racially polarized voting to defeat
EDITOR'S NOTE: Watsonthe choice of a significantly large
ville suffered tremendously in the
minority community.
recent earthquake. Over 160
Joaquin Avila, Esq., lead
homes have been condemned in
council for this case, spoke at a
PHoTo BY JBNN Cm.ruRA
Watsonville's already economiforum sponsored by the Hastings
Joaquin A vila, Esquire
La Raza Law Students Associa- districts can be discriminatory as cally depressed community. If
tion on October 12, entitled,
well by dividing the voting
"Voting Rights in the 1990's: the strength of the Hispanic commuChanging Face of California"
nity or by over-concentrating their
Following opening remarks strength in only a few given disfrom Hastings Professor Leo
tricts. An alternative to these
Martinez, Mr. Avila, a full time
potentially discriminatory sysvoting rights attorney and Hartems are elections based on disvard law school graduate, stressed
tricts which have been carefully
that political access is one of the created in light of minority votmost important avenues by which ing potential. This system has
Hispanics can affect the quality already been implemented in
of education, affmnative action
Watsonville and Salinas and reand economic development in
turns from these city elections
their communities. UnfortuPHaro BY JIiNN CHMURA
show significant increases in
nately, although the Latino popuHispanic voter participation.
Oscar Rios, Director of Cannery
lation has been growing rapidly,
Workers Project
Oscar Rios, Director of the
this growth has not been transCannery Workers Project in you would like to make any food
formed into appropriate political
Watsonville, also spoke at the or clothing donations, please
power. Though this phenomenon
forum. He gave an overview of contact La Raza chair Dania
is traditionally blamed on voter
the largely Hispanic, primarily Wong or leave your contributions
apathy, Mr. Avila asserted that it
agricultural town of Watsonville, outside the La Raza office Room
may often instead be the result of
California that was the center of B-5 in the basement of198 McAIdiscriminatory election systems.
the Gomez v. Watsonville case. lister.

Still Riches to be Had by Moving to California
By Joe Vadala
STAFF WRITER

How would you like to save
$11,598? You can, if you are one
of the 31 % of the admined students who are presently classified
as a non-California resident. If
you become reclassified as a resident you will reduce your second
and third year tuition payments
from $7,553 to only $1,754 each
year. Sound like an offer you
can'trefuse? Well, before you go
buying a new catamaran with your
unexpected windfall savings,
realize there are requisites which
must be fulfIlled. These are not
difficult but require timeliness and
documentation.
The basic criteria for becoming a Cal. resident (and saving
that $11,598) is your physical
presence in the state and your

intent to make Cal. your permanent residence. Both of these
must be proved to have begun at
least one year priorto the flfSt tlay
of classes of the semester for
which you desire residency status.
This is not a gratuitous offer,
however; there is some required
consideration - your physical
presence in sunny California must
be continuous. Any absence from
the state for a period of 10 tlays or
more must be explained. The
burden of proof to show intent to
make Cal. your permanent home
rests solely upon you.
In addition to crossing your
heart and hoping to die, there are
some tangible steps you can take
to make your intent to stick around
permanently appear more sound.
Examples include but are not
restricted to: establishing a local
checking and savings account,

registering to vote, voting, acquiring a Cal. drivers license, fIling a state tax return, becoming
active in local or state organizations, or buying property (of
course, if you can afford to buy
property in the Bay Area, the outof-state tuition costs probably
don't pose much of a problem for
you).
So if the idea of becoming a
permanent member of the Golden
State has previously crossed your
mind, and saving a few thousand
dollars in the process doesn't
really upset you, then begin gathering information and fIlling out
forms immediately, if not sooner.
For more information, you can
contact the general counsel offICe
in the 198 building. The actual
reclassification petitions are being
revised and should be available in
late October.
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FEATURES
Restaurant Scene

Notes From a Cal. Rptr.

Oysters and Oxtails in Yuppieville

Smart Students, Foolish Choices

By Joe Vadala
STAFF WRITER

Trendy, unique and oooh so
California The ZUNI Cafe and
Grill at 1658 Market Street is a
dining experience lifted straight
from a yet-to-be filmed episode
of thirtysomething. The atmosphere is casual, the menu selections are unpronounceable, the
service is unobtrusive, the tab
escalates exponentially and the
food is marvelous. I highly recommend the place to anyone who
enjoys different and delicious
dishes, appreciates a distinctive
combination of ambiance, artistry
and attitude, and posseses a gold
AMEXcard.
Gang, this is the place to take
the guy or girl who makes it to the
second date. To take full advantage of the impression you're
hoping to make, I suggest calling
ahead to fmd out what will be on
the menu that evening (the menu
changes daily). You can then
look up all the foreign words and
impress your date with your con-

tinental savoir-faire. This poor
critic had no such prior warning
and had to requestamenu translation, hardly awe-inspiring.
My guest and I visited ZUNI
on a Saturday evening. It is easy
to find, just head down Market
Street near 16th. Street and look
for what appears to be a BMW
and Porsche car show. We arrived at 7:45 and promptly received a courteous invitation to
visit the bar while our name was
added to a waiting list. It was only

a 20 minute, one-round-of-drinks,
$8 delay. Behind the bar was
Monte. Monte is from Montana
Our table was on the ground
floor (there is also a dining loft).
We were seated next to two artistic-type persons discussing Machiavellianism and drinking
Compari with fresh squeezed OJ.
I felt compelled to refrain from
ordering a Bud and talking mud
wrestling.

Our waiters name was Michael. Michael brought us our
flISt of four menus, the extensive
(and shall we say, rather expensive) wine list We confessed
ignorance and asked him to bring
us two glasses of a slightly sweet
white wine. Michael made an
excellent selection (for $6aglass,
I would hope so).
Our next pick was from the
"Fruits de Mer, Oysters and other
Crustaeceans"menu. They shuck
twelve different kinds of oysters
ranging from the Chiloe Island
variety from Chile to California's
ownKumamotooyster.Isampled
one each from Chile, San Juan
andReyesPoint, Califomia($1 .50
apiece). They all tasted extremely
fresh. Ethnocentrism aside, the
California oyster gets this voter's
support.
We next selected from the
dinner menu. For appetizers we
chose Grilled sausages with onion marrnelade croutons ($7) and
Fuju persimmons with hazelnuts,
spicy cress and extra-virgin olive
Continued on Page 12

Fiction

By James T. Schmid
FEA1URES EonoR
About this time of year in law
school, when the hunt for jobs is
in full swing for second and third
year students, a lot of students are
taking a hard look at their future.
And while there are a number of
factors which have to be considered before making a career
choice, law students can account
for almost all of them by answering one simple question; Should I
Sell Out?
Some of you may have already answered that question.
After all, if you really feel like
insurance defense is in your blood,
well, then, hey, you've got to
follow that dream. But for others
who are just now considering
joining the Dark Sideofthe Force,
the answers aren't so easy.
The problem faced by potential do-gooders is that nobody pays
you to be a nice guy. Unfortunately, the reality is that fighting
for truth and justice will put you
in the same economic class as
janitors and bike messengers,
while evicting widows and de-

fending toxic polluters pays for
all the finer things in life.
But before you sign on the
dotted line, it's worth asking
yourself, what are those finer
things? To be sure, if those illgotten gains are going to be spent
wisely, if you're really going to
have good time with all that
money, then nobody's going to
talk you out of it But the fact is,
few lawyers have the imagination
to make their moral and ethical
flIe sale worthwhile.
In an effort to help you develop more plausible and sophisticated excuses for selling out, I
have listed below some of the
perceived advantages of the big
paycheck career path, and some
of the reasons why they're just
not all they're cracked up to be.
Remember, there are all sorts of
good reasons to be raking it in
hand over fist-putting orphans
through college, contributing to
charity, getting seed capital for a
brewpub-but the following examples of material excess just
don't qualify.
A BMW
I know, I know, owning a fine
Continued on Page 12

The Young and the Marketable, Part III: Margarite Strikes Back
By Ray "Ipsa" Loquitir
STAFF WRITER

The Gordon clan was at its
bestasBart'srelativeswereshown
to their table h Stars to begin their
dinner. Loosening up after a few
cocktails, Bart's father and uncle
were telling each other bad jokes
and laughing in that booming and
ostentatious manner that was a
family trademark. The women
were gossiping helplessly as they
looked around the room and
wondered aloud whether people
really dressed like that in San
Francisco, and what a shame it
was since there were so many
nice stores in this city.
Bart, for his part, was a little
subdued. He had received a nasty
shock when not only Penelope,
but his parents as well, hadshown
up unexpectedly at school. Fortunately, Margarite had seen the
writing on the wall when Penelope fustkissed him on the Beach,
and she had stomped off without
a word. But although Bart had
dodged that bullet, he wanted to
stay on his guard until everyone
was out of town, lest they run into

some other reminder of how far
he had strayed from the family
path since he had been at Hastings.
After Penelope and his family
had ordered, in that subtle yet
pretentious manner that made
obvious their disregard for the
right side of the menu, Bart' s father began the evening's conversation in a typically boorish fashion, by loudly asking Bart whether
he was enjoying the flISt semester
he had ever spent at a public
school.
"Actually, Father, it's been
alright, really," Bart ventured
timidly. "I've met a lot of differentpeople."
Bart's mother laughed nervously. "I'm quite sure the people
are different, dear. I just hope
you're fmding the right peer group
there."
"Oh, don't worry, Mrs. Gordon. Bart told me he's in the same
legal fraternity with the Rolecks'
son," Penelope chimed in, turning to smile at Bart and stare as
soulfully into his eyes as her
emotionally restrained upbringing would allow. "Besides, Bart
has always been selective about

the people he chooses to associate
with, haven't you, darling?"
While Bart was used to conversations like this from growing
up around such well-heeled
friends and relatives, he couldn't
help but feel his stomach turn a
little. Something about his short
stay at Hastings was giving him a
different perspective on these kind
of scenes, he thought, as he looked
around at the phoney smiles and
empty expressions on his loved
ones' faces.

Bart smiled weakly at
hisfamily.
"Uh ...gee ... did I
forget to tell you guys
about Margarite?"
For the flISt time since he last
saw her, Bart also thought about
Margarite. Although he had once
cringed inwardly at her suggestions for places to go on their
dates together, he couldn't help
but think now that he might be
more comfortable discussing
feminist legal theories with her in
some grimy taqueria, than sitting

here listening to his uncle crow
about the success of his investment portfolio. But Bart quickly
brought himself out of his reverie,
realizing that any inattention on
his part might reveal his secret to
his family, which would surely
result in his complete social and
economic ostracization.
Right then, at about the time
the waiter should have been bringing by the duck liver pate, someone approached the table and
plunked something down in front
of Ban. But unlike the waiter, this
person was dressed not in black
and white finery, but in a tie-dyed
T-shirt, peasant skirt, wool socks
and well-worn Birkenstocks. And
what she brought to the :able was
not duck pate, but instead a toothbrush,abottleofexpensiveme"l's
cologne, and a pair of white silk
boxer shorts bearing the monograrn"BG."
Bart felt the blood drain slowly
outofhis face as Margarite smiled
broadly and addressed his family.
"Hi, there. You all must be
Ban's family. I'm Margarite."
She smiled even more broadly as
she looked around at theirpuzzled
faces. "Youknow-Bart'slover."

Margarite gave Bart a little
peck on the cheek. "I just brought
by a few things you left at my
apartment, honey," she said. ''I'd
like to stay and eat with the rest of
the ruling class, dear, but I've
really got to run. So long, everybody!"
Before Margarite was out the
door, Penelope had startedcrying,
Bart's mother's mouth had
dropped open a couple more of
inches, and Bart could see his
father's embarrassment quickly
turning to anger. Bart smiled
weakly at them and shrugged his
shoulders.
"Uh ...gee ...did I forget to tell
you guys about Margarite?"

• • •

Faculty meetings at Hastings
usually generate about as much
excitement as a stripper at a nudist camp. In between lengthy
reports on choosing new carpeting for the faculty lounge, and the
perennial and ultimately pointless discussions on changing the
flISt year curriculum, there is
generally little to keep the listener's attention. But at this particular faculty meeting, there was
ContilllUd 011 Page J J
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By Alisa Shorago and Jenn Chmura
Has the thought of moving to the Midwest
crossed your mind recently?
Nancy AbroIat,
31d yr.
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Virginia Lyons,
3rdyear
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here. I've lived here aI my
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quake was about as awful
as it can be, rm still here.·
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"Yes -Iowa. Irs not safe
to lYe here. You don't think
an earthquake will happen,
particularty if you've been
living here most of your life.
When the quake hit, I didn't
think I was going to be thai
bad. Then the room started
shaking reaJy bacIy, and I
til the deck. •

Alec Boyd, 1st yr.

,
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II)Ie is
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nm Cromartie, 1st yr.
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"The ttaq1t of moving to
the Midwest has never
aoaed my mind. I've
been to Kansas, and
there's nothing there - ira
like a shopping mal thai
hasn't been qule finished
yet. The ear1hquake didn't
bother me rru:h 81 the tine
beca IS8 not ever having
been in one beIont, I didn't
have the realization that
this was a reaIy big one.·
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OPINION
En Banc

Don't Mess
With the First
There's an ancient Chinese curse that goes, "May you
live in interesting times." It is a particularly menacing
saying, and all the more so (like a pronunciation from the
Oracle of Delphi) because it stands on a paradox - that
what looks on the surface like a cheery greeting-card
sentiment is, when you take another glance, not at all what
it seems. Life in America these days is interesting and filled with
paradox indeed. To take a bitter exam pIe: at the very same
time at which one martyred African-American civil rights
leader has a national holiday named after him and a living
one has become a mainstream presidential contender,
racist incidents have skyrocketed to levels unseen in this
country since before the civil rights movement.
What's particularly grotesque (or "interesting" in the
words of our curse) is the rise in these incidents at the
nation'smajoruniversities: Yale. Stanford. Uc. And,of
course, our own little sprig in the grove of academe,
Hastings College of the Law. As slavery was the malignant shadow on the union created by Jefferson and Madison, bigotry, especially in the halls oflearning, is the dirty
little secret giving the lie to self-congratulatory liberalism
in "enlightened" contemporary America. Every vandalized bulletin board, every muttered epithet, every sophomoric "prank" is a disgrace to each one of us.
We insist, however, that to attempt to answer the bigots
among us by impinging on the First Amendment freedom
of speech guarantees, as have many universities including
our very own UC system, by drafting regulations barring
certain kinds of offensive speech on campuses, is a case of
two wrongs not adding up to a right.
Shools which have implemented such rules claim that
the restrictions forbid only "fighting words," a form of
speech that, like obscenity, the Supreme Court has deemed
not protltcted by the First Amendment In fact, the
"fighting words" category has traditionally been held to
cover only expressions likely to incite immediate violence
or breach of the public peace. But the problem with
restrictions on expression goes much farther than technical definitions: rules against "offensive" speech, no
matter how well-meant originally, muzzle both the bad
guys and the good guys. Who's to say the person deciding
what's "offensive" won't be another Joseph McCarthy,
Lyndon LaRouche, or George Wallace?
By trying to fight bigotry with censorship, we are stripping ourselves of the most potent anti-bigotry weapon
we've got: the right to be heard in the marketplace of
ideas. Long overdue though it was, the demise of slavery
in this country was brought about in large part by the
revolutionary ideas of a vocal minority, the abolitionists,
whose writings and speeches would have counted for little
if the people who then ran the country had passed laws
against forms of expression they deemed "offensive."
It is the responsibility of all of us - those who are
targets of bigotry and especially those who are not - to
speak out against it, and schools who implement speech
bans are ducking this responsibility. When we take away
First Amendment rights, the bigots win.

Periscope

Seven Little Frozen Embryos
By Philip F. Sinco
OPINIONS EorroR

Circuit Court Judge W. Dale
Young recently awarded custody
of seven frozen embryos to Mary
Sue Davis and rejected the claims
of her estranged husband Junior
Davis in a much publicized case
tried in Tennessee. The Davises,
during their nine year marriage
had tried to have children, including 6 attempts at in vitro fertilization and subsequent implantation.
These attempts had all failed, and
the Davises fmally opted for a
preservation program in which
nine eggs were fertilized; two of
which were implanted, and the
other seven frozen. These implantation attempts also failed, and
before any other attempts were
made, the couple decided to divorce. Mrs. Davis sued for custody of the remaining seven
embryos so that she could have
them implanted in future attempts.
Mr. Davis objected on the grounds
that he should not be forced to
become a father against his will.
Rejecting Mr. Davises contention
and his arguments that the embryos are property, Judge Young
wrote, "[tJhe court fmds and
concludes that human life begins
at conception, that Mr. and Mrs.
. Davis have accomplished their
original intent to produce a human being to be known as their
child."
Several problems arise from this
decision. The most obvious are
legal problems, namely whether
the judge exceeded his judicial
authority by: (1) "fmding" that
life begins at conception, (2) ignoring or misconstruing the legislative intent of the Tennessee
legislature, and (3) reaching a
result that may be in conflict with
Supreme Court holdings. To
discuss any of these issues would
require the length and detail of a
student note, and I do not care to

judge's decision, the fathers'
sperm and the mother's egg could
be considered their respective
"property," but once conception
occurs the two cells immediately
become a life and thereafter can
notbeconsidered "property." This
is true regardless of whether the
undifferentiated cells are outside
the mother's body (e.g. in a petri
dish), or within her womb.
The judge held that it was in the
"best interests" of the embryos to
be awarded custody to Mrs. Davis,
perhaps based on a value judgment that existence is better than
non-existence. Crucial to Judge
Young's decision was his fmding
that the Davises had accomplished
their original intent to create a
human being. However, this view

Letter
to the
Editor

does not recognize, in the light of
the facts of this case, that circumstances could change between that
original intention and a later time.
If Mrs. Davis was already pregnant, changing circumstances
would be irrelevant, but in this
case, the potential life is not yet
potential life. The embryos can
only become potential life as a
result of a successful implantation.
Suppose that Mr. and Mrs.
Davis decided to divorce and that
neither wanted the embryos for a
later attempt Would the judge's
logic dictate that Mr. and Mrs.
Davis would relinquish all rights
to them and that the State must
find another person so that they
Continued on Page 15

No Such Thing as a Free
Margarita?
Dear Editor,
From Monday to Wednesday,
2-4 October, La Raza advertised
"Margaritas on the Beach!" On
Thursday, it became "Margarita
Sale on the Beach!"
Where, I ask, was this so called
"Margarita Sale?" There were
people out there taking money.
There were also people out there
selling watery, boozeless, expensive Styrofoam cups of margarita
mix. But where were the margaritas?
Furthermore, where were the
Hastings' students? Certainly not
out on the beach, endorsing the
tawdry practice of selling alcohol
on the Beach. They didn't show
up in their typical thirsty numbers' because this is a violation of
the spirit of the Beach. Booze on
the Beach must forever be free.
Let up quash this dangerous precedent now.
La Raza, take you ill-gotten
lucre and buy a recipe book. But
don't foist such a sham on us
again.
Marc A. Dieter

pursue this course. I am more ｾ＠
troubled by the mling's "philo- I
sophical" difficulties.
The main issue apparently
confronting Judge Young was
whether frozen embryos are to be
Letters are accepted from anyone but must be typed or
considered "life" or "property."
legibly handwritten double-spaced. Letters should be clearly
While neither category is suffimarked as such and must bear the writer's signature, name, and
cient for determining the "real"
telephone number. Frequent or lengthy contributors will be
status of frozen embryos, a legal
limited to ensure that a forum is available to everyone. We
decision presumably must utilize
cannot print letters without signatures, but names will be
one of them. The judge opted for
withheld upon request if the circumstances warrant such accategorizing the embryos as "life,"
tion. Letters do not represent the opinion of the Law News. its
even referring to them as "chilstaff, or Hastings College of the Law.
dren." Following the logic of the

Letters to the Editor
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Letter from the Basement

Audi Alteram Partem

It's Time For a Faculty Director

Nor Deny to any Person
Equal Protection

By James P. Ballantine
E'DrroR-IN-OIlEF

A BOARD IN SEAllOf OF UoAUTY

With the legislative session
safely (or unsafely, depending on
what happened LO your legislation) In the past. it is time for
Hastings, the law school, LO make
sure that it is legally conSUtuted.
Such action becomes necessary
as a response to the recent Legislative Counsel opinion that Board
members have been selected
uncon titutionally ince legislation was enacted in 1980 (that
ｵｭ･ｩｴｷ｡ｾ＠
ucce fullegislation).
In effect. we have a Board in
sean:h of its own legality. It IS
hard LO mi the irony of a law
schuol facmg an ambiguous legal
constitution of ils very own governmgbody.
Despite the fal.t that the Legilative Coun. cl opimon is based
on an Incomplete anaIy i' and i
probably incorrect,ll i .something
withwhi htheBoardmustdcalin
the next few months. In domg so.
ｉｬｾ＠
decl Ions. hould be gUided by
polIcy concern favoring public
openn s and accountability.
Th' 19RO Icgislal100 did something vcry Important: it exposed

the closed, self-perpelUating governance of the College LO public
scruuny by injecting public representatives (the Governor and
the Senate) inLO the appomtment
process for the Board. ThlSchange
has resulted in a more diverse and
open Board, one that has not diverted minority scholarslup funds
inLO speculati ve real estate investments (as far as welmow). While
the Board still meets lOO frequently behind closed doors in
secret session. and could represent a broader cross secuon of
Californians. the 1980 legislation
forced positive change on the
College.
The benefits of this change
mustnotbe lost in any response LO
the concerns currently raised in
Sacramento.
FACUlTY IN SEAllOIOF A BOARD

At this time, another student
direcLOrbill appe<U'S LO haveslrong
suppon for action early next year
when the legislature reconvenes.
However, it would be sensible for
such leglslatioo be pursued in conjuncuon With a response by the
Collegeoo the issue of the Board's
legalIty, and LO be pan of some
overall change to the Board (if
thcre IS any).
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"From dialogue comes truth"

The addition of a faculty director position ought LO be pursued along with the addition of a

student direcLOr position.
The addiuon of full voting
faculty-member director LO the
Board is long overdue and would
benefit the College. The position
ought LO parallel the student direcLOr position. in a one year tenn
commencing in June, and selection by the faculty as a whole.
Like the studentdirecLOr. the facUlty direcLOr position would be
disunct from that of a representative, and have all of the fidUCiary
responsibilities possessed by any
other Board member.
The California Constitution
(Arucle IX § 9) provides for student and faculty Regents for the
University of California, however,
the UC faculty have chosen not to
exercise their right to have a regent, opting Instead for a faculty
representative which altends all
meeungs, open and closed, of the
Regents.
At Hasungs, it mak.es sense LO
have a faculty direcLOr. The U.c.
plan would not work. at Hastings.
During the Board's bylaws deliberation over recent months, the
faculty has asked for more communication with and Input into
the deci ions of the Board, Including unlimited access LOclosed
session Board meetings. Board
members are reticent of granting
such unlimited access LO a nonmember. but have indicated their
. uppon fora faculty clirectorwho.
of course, would have uch acces.
Like the students, the faculty
is an important constituency of
the College which has no direct
parucipauon In the governing
body of the insutuuon through
the membership of oneofits rank.s
on the Board. Particpation of a
faculty member would bring this
important perspective to the
Board. Also. the addition of a
faculty direcLOr would promote a
further sen e of openne and
accountability of the Board to the
Collegecommunity.
For one thing. the addibon of
both a student and faculty direcLOr position would increase the
number of board members from
llLO 13. maintaing an odd number of Board members. thus elirnlnaung concern of deadlocks
created through the additioo of
one board member LO an even 12.
The Board. and Chairman Jim
Mahoney, should be congratulated on their efforts at opermess,
as weB as in supporting legislation for a student director and 10
inviting the facul ty LO consider
the idea of a faculty direcLOr. Let's
get behind these plans.

By Victor Williams
COLUMNIST

Incidents of racism and racial
violence across the country is both
shocking and deplorable; our
nation needs reminding that racism is the ugly product of small
mmds which have even smaller
self-concepts.
The racist mcidents occurring
at college campuses are espectall y
disturbing. Institutions of higher
education should be sacred places
for personal and tntellectual
growth. devoid of such bigotry.
Racist acuons by Individuals or
groups on college campuses
should be aggreSSively resisted
by all constituuonal means.
However, the academic community should also be concerned
about the purposeful insutuuona1izauon of race-based/genderbased policies on their campuses.
Such Insutuuonalization began
With race-based admission criteria for students, and continues with
race-based and gender-based faculty hiring policies.
The "Coalition for a Diverse
Faculty" (CDF) is a national organi7.auon currently building
chapters at most LOp law schools.
This group endeavors LO force law
school administraLOrs LO accept a
race-based and sex-based hiring
policy in the gUISe of promoting
"intellectual diversity." CDF
seeks LO increase the number of
faculty who come from racial
minonty groups, or are female,
by forcing the race or genderof an
applicant LO be an Important-If
not ovcmding-facLOr in the hiring decision.
The"Spnng 1989CDFCampatgn" Included a nauonwidc law
slUdent boycott of classes. These
boycotts and student dernonstrauon were conducted at over fony
law schools.
At the University of California, Berk.eley (Boalt Hall). the
CDF used protest methods reminiscent of the 1960's student
disturbances. On May I and 2.
1989. CDF students LOrmed and
occupied the Office of Dean Jesse
Choper demanding his reslgnauon. This Fall, these law tudenLS
face prosecutions as a result of
their cnminaJ acuons.
In another event reminiscent
of the 1960's, the Boalt Hall Caculty was philosophicaJly co-opted
by the students' actions. TheCDF
students' crimi..·laI occupauon of
Dean Choper's cffice resulted in
the Boalt Hall faculty creating a
"Faculty Commiuee on Diversity."

This faculty committee is LO
have seven student members-five members selected by the
racial mlOOnty studentgroups. one
member selected by homo exual
student groups, and one member
selected by the Boalt Hall CDF.
The CDF chapter recently vetoed
a faculty request for just one student member LO serve on the faculty committee (of any race. gender, or sexual preference) who
would represent a "conservative"
student view. This CDF action
clearly indicates the narrow definition of "intellectual diversity"
as dictated by the CDF.
The law school that are acquiescing to CDF demands seem
surpriSIngly unconcerned about
the possible consequences of a
race and sex-based hiring polIcies. Perhaps the perspective of
auorney Clarence Thomas, the
present Chatrman of the U.S.
EEOC (and PreSident Bu. h's
nommee for the Court of Appeals-D.C. CircUit), would be
helpful in futureconslderalion by
the law schools ofCDF demands.
Chairman Thomas. who happens to be an African Arncncan.
addres s the di riminaLOry hiring i ue in a ＱＹＸＷｙ｡ｬｾ＠
Law and
Policy ｒｾｶｩｷ＠
arucle: "I con·
tinue to believe that distnbuting
opponunlties on the basiS of rdCe
or gender. whoever the beneficiaries, turns the law against employment discnmlnatJon on Its
head. C1as preference arc an
aIfrontto the rights and dignity of
indi viduals- both those indlVldu·
als who are dt.rectlydlsadvantagcd
by them. and those who arc thelI
uppo ed beneficlanes."
Chatrman Thomas continue ,
addres ing the consequ nce of
uch preferences: "I thmk that
preferenuaJ hiring on the basi of
race or genderwilllncrcase racial
diVl si veness. dlSCmpower women
and minorities by fo termg the
notion that they are permanently
disabled and 10 need of handouts ...."
This IS not LO say that such
policies are pre.>ently Illegal. The
Supreme Court has long held that
"race-conscious remedy" is conUtutional . In years past, the
Supreme Court ｨｾｲｯｵｧ＠
\\ hat some scholars regard as
ends-orientated equal protection
ana1ySlS-tJpheld such policy.
Alexander Bickel wrote that the
COUrt had reduced constitutional
pnnciple 10 "a matter of whose ox
is gored."
However, theCourt'sdecision
10 RIChmond v. Croson. which
applied the strict scruuny stanC01lliluud 0" Page 15
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Sports Abuse -- Block That Metaphor, Please
By Betsy Johnsen
PRODUCTION EDITOR

Right off the bat, I'd like to
tackle a timely and important
subject. A fresh law school season is well upon us, and rookie
students must by now realize the
importance of the sports metaphor in understanding those delicatelegalconcepts. Forgetexacting Latin phraseology. You'd
better be prepared to deal with the

When in doubt, teachers always seem to
punt or bunt or whatever with some illuminating method of ball
handling.
upcoming slug-fest of jock talk if
you want to really understand the
law - or at least lawyers.
I'm not talking about mere
cliches of everyday language (I
hope this comment isn't out in left
field) or even slightly obtuse
references, made understandable
based on their interior logic or
one's awareness of popular news
(did you hear the joke about Steve
Garvey winning the Breeder's
Cup?). I'm talking about truly
arcane references to obscure athletes, coaches and intricate playing field maneuvers These references are cherished, apparently,

r--------,
The
Hastings
Book Store

by professors who feel that the
point is finally scored only when
the perfect game analogy has been
dragged from the bullpen and
batted around.
My own first year was overrun with sports analogies of the
most obscure kind. ("Your question reminds me of a scrum in
rugby," one professor actually
said.). Out of classroom experiences were equally forbidding.
The first three times I walked
around the faculty floor, I was
blocked by huddles of professionals chomping on the bit about
some '4gers. These conversations were clearly out of m y league
(I'm under 40), and pretty intimidating - what could I ever say to
a professor that would possibly
interest him or her?
Beyond law school, the future
bodes no better. I understand you
won't make partner unless you
can talk football talk casually
while dipping into the beUingpool.
Do I hate all references to
athleticism? Of course not, but
I'm dulled by their predictability:
When in doubt, teachers always
seem to punt or bunt or whatever
with some illuminating method
of ball handling. This game of
sportismo also communicates far
less than it seems. Social science
studies show that school children
perform less well on exams when
they cannot identify with the
examples used in teaching or test-

Course Books
Study Aids
Supplies

Hours: 8:00-3:00
Monday - Friday

L________ ..1

knowledgeable baseball fan I
know is female, and there are
mounds of guys out there who
don't see themselves as quarterbacks even on Monday morning.
Therefore, I obviously need to
take the ball and run with the issue
of jock talk early in the game. So.
after a particularly intricate and
incomprehensible sports simile in
one class, I requested that the
professor use a different and more
understandable analogy. For my
efforts to learn, I was hissed at by
some fans in the back bleachers.
Privately, a fellow student chided

me for "imposing" my personal
reactions on the class After all, he
Suicide squeeze - Not a refersaid, that's just how the professor ence to dating or toothpaste, this
thinks. Obviously true, since the is like when you have to decide
professor couldn't subsequently whether to skip class and get that
come up with a non-athletic meta- moot court assignment done or
phor.
not.
At half-time (it was a two hour
class), I tried to tell the teacher
Full court press - This is an
thatI really didn' tunderstand what easy one you can quickly learn to
he was talking about, sports-wise. use in a sentence. "The full court
Generously, he set about explain- pressed vehemently for fmal ading the damn analogy. Having judication."
paid tui tion to learn law, not sports, No one remembers the half
I interrupted again. The teacher
responded by saying that he just time score - The classic analysis
thought in those terms, and it offered when contemplating your
would be difficult to change. I frrst semester grades.
bet.
But it seems equally reasonWishbone offense - Obviously,
able that half the references of- this is the way many of us apfered for class consumption proach finals.
should be about, say, cooking
(after all, my favorite torts are
Getting caught in a pick Sacher and Linzer). Or at least Being put on call in three classes
something more imaginative and at once.
informative. Talk aboutcomputOffsides - Slinking along the
ers, sex, regional differences, war,
capitalism, or literature. Sports wall to leave a class early so you
may be analogous to life and law, can go to an interview.
but so are a lot of other things.
Nonetheless, you new draftEnd run - When you don't
ees, I'm sure you wantto be a frrst know what the professor is askstringer in the upcoming season. ing, so you make up something.
In the interest of creating a level
playing field, I am providing
Beanball pitching - The
defmitions for examples, many method used by OCI frrms after
actually used in class. (After all, they carefully review all the apI'm sure you don't want to per- plicants and send out those perform the class us interruptus I sonalized ding letters.
was forced to.)

DeMeester

Free

oel Program: Keep It Up Hastings

By Paul DeMeester
COLUMNIST

"We got what you
need."

ing. Since almost every professional ball player is male, and
because girls traditionally don't
grow up hanging out in locker
rooms, that could mean a lot of
alienation. But it's not specifically a gender issue. The most

Last Tuesday's Recorder reports that Hastings has not followed a recent trend to charge law
frrms that interview students on
campus. The College is to be
commended for its hold-out position. Yet the same article indicates Hastings may soon join the
fee chargers. Such a move would
be ill advised.
The OCI program is already
paid for. Law schools are not
mere liberal arts graduate programs where one enrolls to pursue pure intellectual curiosity. No,
law school is all about professional training, preparing to get a
job in the legal field - as a matter
of fact, of trying to land such job
while still a student - and of being
ready to pass the bar. In a sense,
law schools are nothing but legal
trade schools. Job placement is
an integral part of a job oriented
education program. On Campus
Interviews (OCI) make up a vital

part of those placement efforts.
To charge frrms to come to us
would put a dent in a program
which is wrongly regarded as a
privilege or mere convenience,
but instead is a necessity of law
school life.
This argument gains strength
in light of our school's reputation
as a practical training ground, as
opposed to Boalt for instance,
which enjoys more of a reputation for being theory oriented. OCI
fits in with our reputation, in itself
a well deserved one.
Charging OCI participant
frrms would not take place without an associated cost. Someone
will pay the price, not just in dollars only. Some frrms may shun
us. Indeed, our schoolis notofthe
caliberofBoalt.Stanford. Yale or
Harvard. Let's not kid ourselves.
Other frrms may curtail their
Hastings selection by limiting the
number of interviewees. Any
reduction would hit disproportionately on those not near the very
top ofGPA standings. GPA rank-

ings often reflect how white one's
skin is and how sizeable one's
parents' bank accounts are.
Working single parents, people
of color and so on, will they need
apply?
Without having any hard data
in front of me, my hunch is that
plenty of Hastings grads end up in
the Bay Area. The impact offees
on local frrms then gains particular importance. For example, if
frrm X considers Boalt, Stanford,
USF, Hastings, Golden Gate,
Santa Clara and perhaps even
McGeorge as local recruit pools.
yet it costs them $500 to $700 per
day per school, frrm X may simply shift its interview process to
its offices. Our students would
lose plenty of convenience and
law frrm outreach.
Even in dollar figures,
Hastings might lose. What we
gain in fees, we may lose in funds
raised due to the loss of good will.
This is perhaps not lost on Dean
Frank Read, who is acknowledged
as a top academicfundraiser. Our

hold out no-fee position may prove
to be excellent publicity and fundraising tools.

* **

Don't fIx it if it ain't broke.
The opposite of that brings us to
something completely different:
the quake as a political actor.
Without elaboration, simply consider the political rumblings.
Mayor Art Agnos shines and is on
his way to reelection, Quayle
notwithstanding. Agnos can even
afford to see the Giants leave town.
The City has more important
things to do than catch to a culture
(sic) of human spit and potbellies.
State Senator Quentin Kopp,
Agnos' most formidable potential rival, would be hard pressed
to make his usual case against
government services.
The Embarcadero Freeway
may be brought down, if it does
not tumble down frrst. Mother
Earth may accomplish what the
ballot box could not do a few
years back. Likewise, Gann reColllilllUd 011 Page 15
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The Young and the Marketable: Mumblethorpe's Slip
COMllludjro". P"le 6

actually a gleam of interest in
several professors' eyes as they
went through the paces.
A!l with anything else interesting at a meeting, what had
piqued the faculty'scuriosity was
not on the agenda. Through the
grapevine, mo t people present
had heard about the battle between Professor Mumblethorpe
and Dean Green over the Eastlaw
contract, and they had also heard
that the Eastlaw representative
who would award the contract
was likely to weigh the indiVidual
recommendation of other faculty member very heavily in
makingherdCCI 1011 . ａｦｴ･ｾｫｳ＠
of haking hand, and buying
lunches, Dean Green and Profesr Mumblethorpc bolll intended
to make thl mccting their last
tand in their effon to gct the
far.:ulty hehmd them .
Protes or Mumblcthorpe
truck first, ｯｲｩｮｧ｢ｰｾ＠
with
his report ｡ｾ＠ chair of the Continu ing Education Subcommittee,
which was recommending that
intere'ted foculty mcmbers be
allowed to take a trip at school
c.\pense to a scminar on Legal
Teaching Method In the Sub-

tropics, which would be held in
Pago Pago in February.
.... .after all, if we can't give
our faculty opportuniues for professional betterment and advancement, how can we ever expect to
offer those same opportunities to
the srudents?" Professor Murnblethorpe asked of his audience,
as he closed to thunderous applause.
Professor MumbIethorpe sat

Dean Green was experiencing the same
kind of evil anticipation that Boris Badinofffeels before
opening the trap door
under Rocky and
Bullwinkle
down miting, basking in the
warmth of his fellow professors'
･ｮｴｨｵｳｩ｡ｾ｣＠
response. Yes, he
thought, this has just about sewed
it up. With the tacit approval of
the faculty, nothing stood in his
way, The Eastlaw contract would
be his. Soon he would be living
like royalty on the royalties,

makmg his golden years just a
hule more golden.
Professor Mumblethorpe's
glee was heightened when it carne
time for Dean Green's presentation. Far from Laking advantage
of this opportunity 10 win the
populist vote, Dean Green's reporton "Office Space 10 the '90's
and Beyond" was putting them to
sleep. Professor Mumblethorpe
noted happily that several heads
were bobbing as their owners
struggled 10 maint.aJn conscIousness, and that one professor was
already softly snoring. drooling
onto the pile of memoranda in
front of him.
Dean Green also saw that he
was losing hIS audience, but he
was not panicked, and in fact was
not upset at all. He was actually
feeling good, experiencing the
same kind of evil anticipation that
Boris Badinofffeeis before opening the trap door under Rocky and
Bullwinkle. They were sleepmg
now, he thought, but what I'm
gomg to show them next IS gomg
to open more than a few eyes
around here.
.....and that fmishesmy report,
Any que tions?" A few members
of the audience stirred slowly,

anticipatmg the end of the meeting. But Dean Green continued,
seem.mgly oblivious 10 hts colleagues'lethargy and disinteresL
"Just one more thing. My
responsibility over office space
also extends 10 office secunty,
and it's come to my attention that
some faculty members are not
locking their offices when they
leave." he said, trymg to keep a
straight face. "I'm not only concerned about the possibility of
theft. I also have reason to believe
that certain faculty members are
leaving certain ... well ...personai
items around their office which
may tend to tarnish the school's
Image if visitors get a look at
them."

Dean Green reached into his
briefcase, retneving the lacy pink
panties he had taken from Professor Mumblethorpe's office, and
briefly held them up for inspection before tossing them across
the table to Professor Mumblethorpe.
"Professor Mumblethorpe,
I'm sure the rest of the faculty
agrees that these should be returned to their owner, rather than
left around your office," Dean
Green said. "I wouldn' t wantany

important VISIlOrs--you know,
Board members, publishing
company representatives--to
thmk that there's anything but
work gomg on 10 our offices."
Turning cnrn son with rage and
embarrassment, Professor Murnblethorpe leapt to hiS feet, ｾ＠ hly
speaking out before he could collect his thoughts.
"Why you miserable worm,
you know there's nothing going
on in my office," he aid. "Those

are mine!!"
The rest of the faculty, who
had until now politely re trained
themselves from anything more
than a titter, could stand it no
longer. As Professor Mumblethorpe sLalked angrily out of the
room, he wasaccompanicd by the
deafening laughter and enthusiastic applause of hiS colleagues.

Next Issue: The Great F..scape and There's Alway a Silk
Lining.

LONELY?
NEED A DATE?
Meet lhat special someone today!
Call

DATETlME

140:;) ＳＶｾ＠

BAR/BRI PROFILE
The Argyle

NAME: Renee Fenton
OCCUPATION: Part-time law
student; part-time high school
teacher; part-time SIC office
goddess, part-time ASH VP ;
part-time suburban houseWife
to four law students.
FASHION STATEMENT:
Anything with a crest.

Late Hours
Every Night!

For Your Visual
Recreation

Lowest Rates
Around!

GREATEST MOMENT IN
LAW SCHOOL CLASS:
When asked, "MISS Fenton,
what is oral sex?"
WHAT SHE WANTS TO BE WHEN SHE GROWS UP:
About 5' 4".
QUOTE: "Risk everything except your hair:
BAR REVIEW COURSE: Bar-Bri. "Because, contrary to
popular belief, diamonds aren't a girl 's only best friend :
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Zuni
Continuedfrom Page 6

oil. Very simple but extremely
tasty. Not cheap appetizers, but
you'll never see these on the menu
at Dennys.
For entrees, we ordered the
Truffled polenta torta baked in
the brick oven with oxtails and
fontina val d' Aosta ($15.50) and
the Grilled Half Moon Bay
Swordfish with artichokes,
roasted Anaheim peppers and
anchoiade vinaigrette ($16.00)
The torta was a tasty uptown
version of a shepards pie, quite
unique. The swordfish was moist
and tender. Both were superb
dishes.
No truly trendy meal could be
complete without Cappuccino,
Caffe Latte and a selection from
the dessert menu (which we would
spend the next day at the gym
trying to work oft). I had never
tried a Caramel pot de creme
($4.25) before, but I will probably never forget it, so creamy and
light The Gateau Victoirechocolate cake ($4.50) was orgasmic.
I'm not sure if it was, as they say,
"better than sex," but it sure beats
the hell out of masturbation.
When Michael brought us our
check, we were complacent, contented and somehow converted.
We had enjoyed the meal, the
conversation, and theatrnosphere.
We were beginning to empathize
with the Yuppies we had previously mocked and from whose
ranks we had vehemently dissented. Maybewehadbeenharsl\.
Is eating well asin? NO,butitand
other privileges have their costs;
with tip, our bill reached the triple
digits. Oh well, its only money
(or shall we say, approximately
one billable hour).

Stress Case
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Selling Out, But Selling Cheap
Continuedfrom Page 6

European touring sedan is an irresistible urge for any upwardly
mobile young American, and the
desire is particularly acute among
lawyers. But there is at least one
convincing reasons to forego the
pleasure. I absolutely guarantee
you that once you get the car,
everyone will think you are an
asshole. Oh, sure, your friends
and family will still know that
you're a kind and sensitive person. But once you're driving
around in public--cutting off
other drivers on the freeway,
parking diagonally across two
spaces at the grocery store so
nobody will scratch the car-the
judgment of the people will be
swift and merciless; Nice
car ... asshole. Instead, invest a
fraction of the money in a bat-

tered old AMC Gremlin, and feel
good about yourself.

A Nice Place To Live
Bay Area real estate prices
certainly provide one of the most
seductive rationales for selling
out. After all, when you've got
your eye on a charming little
Victorian in Pacific Heights, your
paycheck from the Public Defender's office reall y starts to look
like chump change. But when it
comes right down to it, do you
actually want to live in Pacific
Heights? The neighbors are
snooty, there aren't enough corner grocery stores and parking is
strictly enforced. For less than
the price of a down payment on
that Victorian, you could move to
Nevada County and get an old
shack and a couple of acres in the

woods. You could throw loud
parties, park on the front lawn,
and sit on the porch in the middle
of the day in your underwear. If
you think those things aren't
important to you now, just wait
until after a couple of years of
practice.

Yachts, Racehorses and
Similar Capital Investments
The person who dies with the
most stuff wins, right? Well, not
exactly. Take a yacht, for example. If you know anyone who
has one, you'll find out that they
do a lot more sanding than sailing.
The people who really win are
their friends, who get to take
advantage of their back -breaking
labor and bank-breaking expenditures without so much as swabbing a deck.

Continuedfrom Page 7

cise or by going to a Woody Allen
comedy. Others seek help, be it
from family, friends or professionals.
Unfortunately, according to
Dr. Fishman, many students who
might benefit from professional
counseling and stress management training (available at Student Health Services at no cost for
short-term help) avoid these
means of coping because of a fear
of stigma. With the combined
pressures oflaw school, living on
an earthquake fault, and interpersonal relationships, it is important to overcome your fears and
denial of stress and to recognize
that, for better or for worse, nobody ever escapes stress, he or
she simply learns how to manage
it

CHMURA

BenJing the Law: Last week's quake raised havoc in the Hastings Library. After a weekend offranlic cleanup,
the Library was infulloperation by Monday.

An Exciting Nightlife
Dinners at fine restaurants,
season tickets to the Symphony,
dancing at all the trendy nightclubs; a glamorous lifestylecertainlydoesn'tcomecheap. But
let's face it, if you opt for life at
a big bucks firm, your nightlife
is going to be spent downtown,
not out on the town. At 5:00,
when everyone else in the city
is getting ready for one of those
exciting nights that you thought
only existed in Michelob ads,
you'll still be sitting at your
desk, getting hemorrhoids.
Happy hour, you will fmd, is
not billable.

World Travel
Once you hit the high income brackets, once you're no
longer on the trickle end of
trickle-down economics,
there's no doubt that the world
begins to look a lot more accessible. Paris, Hong Kong, Rio
de Janeiro, even the fabulous
Epcot Center itself... think of
all the exotic locales you can
visit, with price no object. The
problem is that by the time
you've spent a year in big corporate practice, and you're
ready to embark on the 72-hour
vacation they've graciously allowed you (of course, we might
need you to come in for a half
day on Friday), you're just not
going to have the energy and
enthusiasm to actually go any
place. Chances are, you'll get
no further than a Club Med in
Mexico, where you'll make a
few lame attempts at windsurfing and go through enough bar
beads that they have to send
you back on a stretcher.
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"EARLY BIRD" LECTURES
All of the following lectures are FREE to any California Bar/Bri enrollee. If you are not
enrolled, we would like to invite you to attend any of the sessions that has a star (*) next to
it, to find out why the vast majority of California law students have chosen California
Bar/Bri as their bar review course!

SAN FRANCISCO
SUBJECT

PROFESSOR

Professional Responsibility

TIME

Richard Wydick

9:30 am-1 :00 pm

CLASS
ROOM

DATE
Sat., Nov. 4

UC Hastings

(LlVE) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___________________
_ __ A
UC_
Davis
Classroom
• Law School Ess:ty ｅｾ｡ｭ＠
Writing & Analysis

Ira Shafirotf
Southwestern

9:30 am-4:30 pm

Sat., Nov. 4

UC Hastings
Classroom J

Ira Shafiroft

9:30 am-5:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 5

UC Hastings
Classroom B

9:30 am-2:30 pm

Sun., Nov. 5

Bar/Bri
Lecture Hall

(LIVE)
• Wills & Trusts

ｾｯｵｴｨｷ･ｳｲｮ＠

(LIVE)

Richard Conviser
National Director, Bar/Bri

• Torts

332 Golden Gate Ave.

• Criminal Law

Charles Whitebread
USC

9:30 am-1 :00 pm

Sat., Nov. 11

Bar/Bri
Lecture Hall

• Remedies
(LIVE)

Willy Fletcher
Boalt Hall

9:30 am-5:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 12

UC Hastings
Classroom B

Professional Responsibility

Richard Wydick
UC Davis

9:30 am-1:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 12

Bar/Bri
Lecture Hall

Professional Responsibility

Richard Wydick
UC Davis

6:00 pm-9:30 pm

Mon., Nov. 13

Bar/Bri
Lecture Hall

Future Interests
(Real Property)

Catherine Carpenter
Southwestern

9:30 am-1:30 pm

Sa!., Nov. 18

UC Hastings
Classroom F

Criminal Procedure

Charles Whitebread
USC

9:30 am-1:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 19

UC Hastings
Classroom F

• Corporations

Stan Chess
California Bar/Bri Staff

9:30 am-4:00 pm

Sat, Dec. 2

UC Hastings
Classroom J

• Contracts

John Moye
California Bar/Bri Staff

9:30 am-1:30 pm

Sun ., Dec. 3

UC Hastings
Classroom A

• Professional Responsibility is accessible only with a P.R. pass! •

A one hour lunch break will be given for those lectures ending after 1:30 p.m.

BAR REVIEW
3280 Motor Avenue '200
Los Angeles, California 90034
(213) 287·2360

332 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102

(415) 441·5600

1407 First Avenue
San DIego. California 92101
(619) 236-<>623
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Macintosh computers have always Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with
been easy to use. But theyVe never been much more of a computer.
this easy to own.
Without spending a lot more money.
PresentingThe Macintosh Sale.
ThroughJanuary 31, you can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now theres no reason to settle
for an ordinary PC. With The
qp

qp

[CUSTOMIZED CAMPUS INFORMATION]

•
The Macintosh Sale.

November 31 through January 31.
01989 AWIe Computer; Inc. AWIe,the AWIe /q/o, and MacmIlJ<b are rJ!8istered tmdemarlrs 0{AWIe Computer; Inc.
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Seven Frozen Embryos
CofllilllUd/rom Page 8

may be implanted?
If the judge's reasoning is carried LO its logical extent. namely,
that the embryos are life and
implantation is In their best interest, then it might not be in their
best interest to be implanted in
Mrs. Davis's uterus. She has,
after all, not been successful In 8
previous implantation attempts.
If she has a slim chance of carrying them to term after implantation, then it might be in the best
interests of the embryos LO be
implanted m another woman. The
judge may be sentencmg the
embryos LO death if Mrs. Davis is
not physically able to bear the
children. The fact that the judge
did not consider this factor implicitly suppons the view that the
embryos should be categonzed as
propeny, otherwise Mrs. Davis's
right would not be superior LO the
right of a more fertile woman.
The judge did not address the
question of whether all of the
embryos must be implanted, or
only as many as Mrs. Davis wishes
LO have implanted. The logic of
tile decision implies that all seven
must be implanted. The "best
interests" ofseven frozen embryos
are not met if only some of them
are successfully implanted. Ifonly
some of them, or only as many as
Mrs. Davis wishes may be implanted, then how do you choose
which embryo(s) will be implanted. What is to become of the
rest? Again, the judge implicitly
supported the view that the embryos are p-openy because if Mrs.
Davis should get pregnant the
judge does not suggest that she
should relinquish custody of the
remaining embryos.
Another issue facing the judge
was that of balancing the rights of
Mr. and Mrs. Davis. Mr. Davis
did not wish to become a father.
Mrs. Davis wanted LO become a
mother. Whose right should prevail? TIle judge chose the rights
of Mrs. Davis over Mr. Davis.
ThisdeprivesMr.Davi ofavaluable right, namely, the right to
cltoose whether or not to father a
child. Granted, that once a cltild
is conceived by a woman and she
cltooses not to abon it, the father
has "chosen"to become a parent.
whether or not that was Itis intention. In the factual circumstances
of this case, Mr. Davis does have
the right 10 change !tis mind because the embryos are not iri the
process ofbccoming children. If
the judge had held in favor of Mr.
Davis, then this would be little or
no burden LO Mrs Davis, because
she could get married again, or
find a willing sperm donor and tty
implantation again.
If the judge W&1 forced to make
a decision wbetber frozen em-

bryosare "life"or"propeny,"then
he should have chosen the categoryof"propeny." Although this
｣｡ｴ･ｧｯｲｩｺｮ､ｳｰｹｾ＠

deal of respectLO embryos, it has
the virtue of avoiding many logical and practical difficulties.
If the embryos are propeny,
then Mrs. Davis would not have
the right to force him to become a
father and potentially liable for
child suppon. (The judge left this
issue open. I would argue that
regardless of whether Mrs. Davis
succeeds in getting pregnant, Mr.
Davis should not be liable for
child suppon for the simple reason that he does not wantLO become a father and Mrs. Davis is
not pregnanl If Mrs. Davis was
already pregnant when they decided LO divorce, then Mr. Davis
would, of course, be legally liable
for chIld suppon).
Holdmg that the embryos are
property would solve the logical
difficulties posed by the unanswered questions in the decision.
If the embryos are propeny, then
Mrs. Davis has a superior rightLO
all other woman, and perhaps
superior LO her husband. If the
embryos are propeny, then Mrs.
Davis could implant, one, seven,
or none of the embryos, and no
logical or pltilosophlc difficulties
are posed.
I am aware that there lsadifferencebetween cars, stereos, homes,
and frozen embryos. The embryos do not fit neatly inLO the
"property" category. But faced
with a choice wltich requires a
legal categorization, frozen embryos are more like property than
are fetuses that are already implanted in a womb. The process
of bring a life into being is not
occuring when an embryo is frozeIl. TIlerefore, an embryo is not
entitled to the same (albeit. limited) protection accorded LO fetuses already implanted in a
womb.

Quake
CoNillWtltrr- ｐａｋｾ＠

1

ished. Sources have speculated to
the Law News that a shon-term
solution may be the construction
of a parlcing lot in place of the
razed buildings.
TIle college's KGO building
received serious damage including a busted water main and a
threateningly loose parapet.
Thoge immediate damages have
been remedied and the building
and sidewalk are DOW deemed
safe by !be City Building lnspecten according LO Law News
sources. The City is expected LO
cootinuereooVllions and proceed
with its plans for using the building for lmlporuy sheller for the
U.N. Plaza crowd.

Show of Force by
Hastings Students
at Abortion Rally
CofllilllUd from Page 2

Minor expressed several reasons
why she attended the march. "We
need LO make women's lives a
priority,"saidDanks-Minor, who
feels that other imponantlssues
are LO a women's right to obtain
an abonion. "Oppression IS oppression and no one will be free
unul everyone IS free . . . .I'm
looking forward LO reciprocal
supponin the fight against racism
and sexism."
For some students, this was
the flfst time they had been involved with the pro-choice movemenl Others, such as Villeneuve,
third year student DIane Bessette,
and Celia McGumness, president
of the Clara Foltz Association.
had worked m supponof aboruon
before the march. In the end,
some students who might have
become involved didn 'l "I studied all day yesterday LO make ume
for this march ... but some of my
friends decided not to come because they had too much studymg
LO do," said BalisLren.
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Faculty Hiring Practices
CoNilllUd From Page 9

dard LO set aside programs, may
signal a significant cltange in ilS
dJ.rection. Indeed, Mr. JUSllce
Scalia's concurring opinion
quotes the late Professor Bickel's
book, Morality of Consent as to
the evils of racial preferences
promoted as legal remedy.
The Scalia opinion funher
addressed thlS issue: "But those
who believe that racial preference
can help LO even the score' display, and reinforce, a manner of
thinking by race that was the
SOllfCe of the injusllce and that
will, ifitendures within our society, be the SOllfCe of more injustice still."
Will the Coun someday read
the Constitution 's text as guaranteeing equal protecllon to ANY
PERSON? Does the Conslltution 's textual reference to "any
person" include "majOnty/advantaged" Americans who have the
misfonune to fall into a cenaJn
"class" thus being subject to what might be termed- reprISal
remedies?
Will the Coun, the academy,
and the nation be faithful to the

dream of Dr. Manin Kmg, and
judge both prospective employees and students irrespecllve of
the "color of their skin" (or of
thelf gender)? These are difficult
conslltullonal questions.
Cenainly most people would
agree that intellectual dIversity I
Imponantto any m 'lltution, and
that the academy should acuvely
recruit persons of disadvantaged
or minority backgrounds. The
public policy debate seems to
focus on "empowerment". An
emerging argument is that genuine empowerment of people WIth
disadvantaged minority backgrounds can be obtained only by
their paruclpation as equals In a
non-<iiscrumnatory free market.
Other arguments view "empowerment" as inevitably Imked LO
the appiJcallon of class preferences. These public policy questions areas difficult as theconstituuonal questions.
Cenainly all people should
agree thatracism/sexism-wltatever Its form, whateveritsnamois an evil which should be vigilantly resisted by all who believe
in equality.

Faculty Makes Changes in Clinicals
CofllilllUdfrom Page J

supervLSory cnterla mirror another
major goal of the cltange: uniformity. According to Massey,
past clinical participants have had
extremely varied experiences,
with some placements serving as
real learning environments and
other providing only :go-fer"type
work and ltttle feedback. Under
the new clwcal rules, on-site
SUpervIsors will be required conform toa range of specific participationandfeedback:requirements.
Massey believes that while these
criteria may result in the loss of
several fme field spots, the pr0gram's overall quality will be
greatly improved,
In fact. many field sites used
to great advantage by current
students will be unav3.11able under the new plan: the SIerra Club,
the Employment Law Center, the
Nanonal Gay RIghts Associallon,
the ACLU, the IRS, the ational
Labor Relations Board and the
City Auomey of San Francisco
have been cut from the program,
as have several private rums. In
their place will be four si tes winnowed from a list of seven candidales incl uding roostl y directlegai
service providers for county residents, cbildreo or the elderly.
Students wishing to wort for
firms or groups exempted from
the new program will have 10
explore ooo-clinical options such
as volunteer work, or wort -study

projects. (Second-year students
may still sIgn up for current field
sites for the upcoming Spnng
semester through normal clmlcal
registration procedures.) Finally,
clinical options at Hastings are
not Itrmted to the Civil Justicei
Pracllce Clinic. Students interested m FamtJy Law, Women's
Issues or judicial externships will
be unaffected by the new changes,
and the Criminal JUSllce Climc

The trade-off will be a
greatly expanded classroom component.
Professor Calvin Massey
will remain uncltanged until its
revamping m (at the earlie t) the
Spnng of 1991.
The Comrniuee has made its
views especially clear m one
aspect of the program : future
clinical participants will not be
working in private fum ,. One
professor, who wishes LO remain
anonymous,considered theseSJles
a "boondoggle ... Why shouJd
these private companies get free
labor? But it would be worse if
the studetlts got money for what is
essentially schoolwork." InterestIngly, this view stands in direct
contrast with the approach taken
at law schools emphasizing c0operative education, such as BoslOn'S Northeastern University
Law School, wbete students get
credit and income for working in

a private, competitive field sites,
Another major depanure is that
future clinical students will not
have variablecredil. Current civil
clinics are available for from 2 LO
8 credits. They require 45 hours
of work per credit. including the
two hours weekly in class The
new program will only be available for 8 credit hours, requiring 4
hours in class, and 16 in the field .
If you must squeeze in odd hours
orcredits, thIS clinical experience
may not be an option for you.
For Massey, the new cltanges
represent only the begmmng.
While noting that future cltanges
would depend on funding considerations, Massey said he hoped LO
see new ubsLanuve clinics in
areas such as environmental law ,
in addition to ｡ｬｲ･､ｹｾｸｩ
ｳ ｴｩｮｧ＠
programs centered on famIly and
women's law. There, specific
legal proceeding and acllvlUes,
along with large student interest.
would benefit from a separate
cliruc.

DeMeester
COlllUuutlfro".
ｐｬｴｾ＠

10

strictions on government spendmg, a product of right wing fancies, may be modified throughout
the state. What the AIDS crisis,
the educatioo gap, and the array
of potholes has not been able LO
pull off, the quake may. Maybe
Nature IS a liberal Democrat.
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Now There's A Choice!/
Take PMBR for Califomia or the MBE

*"Fully Integrated" Program
* "Structured Learning System"
* Essay/Performance Workshops

The Nation's Leading
Multistate Expert!

* Expert California Law Professors

* Simulated California Bar Examination

* Nationally Renowned Multistate Lecturers
* Specialized Multistate Workshops
* 2,000 Simulated MBE Questions

* 30% ABA/LSD Discount

The Complete California Course!
CALIFORNIA HEADQUARTERS: 1247 6th Street, Santa Monica, California 90401
(213) 459-8481 • (800) 523-0777
Representatives: Toni Ragozzino, '90, Renee Fenton, (MBE only), '90, Virginia Lyons, '90,
Shauna Rhajkowski, '90 ,Kyra Reppen, '90, Peter Hallifax, '90

